
Emancipated Learning Episode 12: Safe School Shopping with School Procurement
Information System (SIPLah)

Jakarta, August 26, 2021 --- The Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology
(Kemendikbudristek) launches Emancipated Learning Episode Twelfth: Safe Schools for
Shopping through the School Procurement Information System (SIPLah). With SIPLah, now
education units can carry out the online process of procuring goods and services (PBJ) using
government funding sources flexibly and safely.

In 2021, the central government will distribute IDR 53.4 trillion in Operational School Funds
(BOS) to more than 216 thousand schools to help with operational expenditure needs. The total
BOS budget increased from IDR 51.2 trillion in 2019 to IDR 53.4 trillion in 2021. "With SIPLah,
schools spend BOS funds flexibly according to school needs, including completing the Limited
Face-to-Face Learning (PTM) checklist set out in the joint decision letter (SKB) for Four
Ministers," said Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology (Mendikbudristek),
Nadiem Anwar Makarim at the launch of the online SIPLah improvement, Thursday (26/8).

The Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology revealed that flexible spending on
BOS funds is very much needed, especially during the pandemic, but there are so many
challenges in its implementation. For example, school principals often become intimidation
targets by certain parties who force the purchase of goods and services from them, thereby
violating the rules. As another example, cases of corruption in BOS funds are still common, so
efforts to make transparency in the use of BOS funds are necessary. The disbursement of BOS
funds by manual recording is more prone to corruption and collusion. Therefore, it is necessary
to encourage an increase in electronic transactions so that they are recorded and easily monitored
by interested parties.

In 2019, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology released SIPLah as an
electronic system for spending BOS funds. SIPLah is an electronic system that can be used by
schools, to carry out the process of procuring goods and services online whose funds are sourced
from BOS funds. "Until now, the number of schools using SIPlah continues to increase, and
SIPLah has served more than one million shopping transactions," said Minister Nadiem.

It was recorded, that as many as 1.073.897 transactions were carried out through SIPLah, IDR
12.6 trillion of transaction value at SIPLah, 26.025 goods and service providers who had
transacted at SIPLah, and the achievement of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and
Technology in winning two awards from the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) and the
Government Goods and Services Procurement Policy Institution (LKPP).

"The flow of spending at SIPLah continues to ensure that the transaction process is following
applicable regulations so that there is no more intimidation of school principals by parties who
threaten them or no need to worry about making mistakes in the procurement of goods and
services," explained the Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology.



The benefits and objectives of good financial governance are electronic documentation for every
transaction to create transparency and accountability, achieve budget efficiency with a lower
overall price level and more/diverse provider options, and open opportunities for MSME actors
in the regions.

Head of LKPP, Roni Dwi Susanto, said SIPlah is one of the platforms that support the role of
Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in meeting the needs of educational units.
"SIPLah is expected to be able to improve PBJ governance for educational units in an effective,
efficient, transparent, fair, open, and accountable manner," he said.

SIPLah Transformation in 2021: Introducing New Features

In 2021, SIPlah was transformed to provide a better shopping and selling experience. The
Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology believes that schools can shop more
safely because the shopping flow is guaranteed under applicable regulations. In addition, there
will be more choices of market partners and providers; more choices of delivery partners; The
available features are complete, consisting of transaction cancellations, complaints, and a
transaction status monitoring dashboard to avoid errors or fraud.

Previously, Minister Nadiem said schools could not monitor the status of orders. The principal
complained that the process took so long that they were made to wait anxiously. But now,
schools can monitor the status of orders via the dashboard. All shopping processes are
documented and can be downloaded, so schools are safer in conducting transactions.

It's not only that but the information about the delivery duration is also needed by the education
unit. "Now, schools can choose delivery partners and the duration of the delivery speed. Each
market partner cooperates with a delivery partner, so schools can choose a delivery partner and
speed that best suits the school's needs," explained Minister Nadiem.

Schools can also cancel transactions as long as the provider has not been confirmed. In addition,
the school can file a complaint before the money is disbursed to the provider if it finds a problem
with the goods and services received. "The Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and
Technology can also supervise transactions that are constrained so they can be completed
together," he explained.

On the provider side, it will also be more convenient to sell. "Providers are now more
comfortable selling at SIPLah because the registration process and payment are faster, provider
registration verification only takes 1x24 hours after registration, automatic payment checks, and
payments are forwarded to providers 1x24 hours after school pays," explained Minister Nadiem.

For the 2021-2023 period, it was recorded that out of 61 market partners who registered for
SIPLah, 18 selected market partners had passed the administrative requirements and technology
test through an open competition. These partners are blibli.com, BizOne, INNOLAKU,
Bukapengadaan, eureka!, Tiga Serangkai (TS), temprina, Mitra Edukasi Nusantara, Intan
Pariwara, klikMRO.com, TOKO LADANG, there are all, MASMEDIA, AIRMAS GROUP,
Telkom Indonesia, shopping24, DATASCRIP OnLine, and edu charms.



To heads of education units throughout Indonesia, the Minister of Education, Culture, Research,
and Technology appealed to shop at SIPlah. By visiting the https://siplah.kemdikbud.go.id page,
then selecting the market partner you want to visit, and entering the Dapodik ID, then the school
will be ready to shop.

Meanwhile, to providers of goods and services, especially MSMEs around school locations,
Minister Nadiem said to immediately register at SIPlah so that they sell to hundreds of thousands
of schools in Indonesia. By visiting https://siplah.kemdikbud.go.id; then select one/more market
partners, press the 'Register' button; and complete the requirements consisting of a Taxpayer
Identification Number (NPWP), provider identity (NIK), and a description of the ability to
provide goods/services. Then verify the data via electronic mail (email), then the new provider
can log in and be ready to sell.

The Minister of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology emphasized that his party will
continue to carry out technological transformations to support efficient, safe, and accountable
school spending. This also received support from the Head of LKPP who said that the hard work
of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology in developing and updating the
SIPLah application was one of the resources that could show the potential and development of
the participation of MSMEs and users of domestic products.

"Appreciation and support for the use of the SIPLah application as one of the tools or means to
improve the governance of the procurement of goods and services as well as increasing the role
of MSME participation and the use of domestic products," said the Head of LKPP.

On this occasion, the Minister of Cooperatives and Small and Medium Enterprises (KUKM),
Teten Masduki, expressed his appreciation for the improvement of SIPLah and will continue to
provide guidance and assistance to KUKM proactively to realize the improvement of KUKM
product quality so that they can play an active role in the education logistics market ecosystem in
this digital age.

"With the acceleration of sustainable synergy between the world of education and local business
actors, it is hoped that it can increase the competitiveness of the industry and the local economy,
as well as accelerate the quality of entrepreneurial human resources, especially KUKM in
Indonesia," he concluded.

Appreciation and support for the transformation of the SIPLah application also came from the
Ministry of Industry, represented by the Head of the Industrial Human Resources Development
Agency, Arus Gunawan. Arus said that SIPLah is one of the tools or means to achieve a goal,
namely the empowerment and increased participation of domestic industries, especially the
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector, that is necessary in the world of
education.

"The active participation of the domestic industry through the SIPLah application is expected to
be an opportunity to get certainty in marketing its products nationally, especially in the digital era
and the current Covid-19 pandemic, as well as expanding the choice of commodity
goods/services produced in the country according to the needs of educational units in the market
ecosystem education logistics," explained Arus Gunawan.
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